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Can you guess the words from pictures and unlock the levels? Then try Photo Quiz - Instruments. You
will love this amazing new Photo Guess game. Guessing the pictures will be so much fun. you'll have
endless hours of brain training unscrambling fun! Countless puzzles from easy to tricky are waiting

for you! New puzzles are added continuously for endless fun! Photo Quiz - Instruments - See the
image and guess the word! Guess The Picture will entertain you for hours! HINTS: - Show one

random letter for 5 coins - Using this hint will bring out a random letter in the puzzle. - Solve puzzle
for 25 coins - this hint will completely solve the quiz for you! Features: - Guess hundreds of pictures,
train your brain and hunt for stars and higher levels - The amazing and addictive guessing game -

Beautiful Material UI - Simple and Highly Addictive Gameplay - Languages: English Game
Description: Can you guess the words from pictures and unlock the levels? Then try Photo Quiz -
Instruments. You will love this amazing new Photo Guess game. Guessing the pictures will be so

much fun. you'll have endless hours of brain training unscrambling fun! Can you Guess The Picture?
What's The Picture? Countless puzzles from easy to tricky are waiting for you! New puzzles are

added continuously for endless fun! Photo Quiz - Instruments - See the image and guess the word!
Guess The Picture will entertain you for hours! HINTS: - Show one random letter for 5 coins - Using

this hint will bring out a random letter in the puzzle. - Solve puzzle for 25 coins - this hint will
completely solve the quiz for you! Features: - Guess hundreds of pictures, train your brain and hunt

for stars and higher levels - The amazing and addictive guessing game - Beautiful Material UI -
Simple and Highly Addictive Gameplay - Languages: English About This Game: Can you guess the

words from pictures and unlock the levels? Then try Photo Quiz - Instruments. You will love this
amazing new Photo Guess game. Guessing the pictures will be so much fun. you'll have endless

hours of brain training unscrambling fun! Countless puzzles from easy to tricky are waiting for you!
New puzzles are added continuously for endless fun! Photo Quiz - Instruments - See the image and

guess the word! Guess The Picture will entertain you for hours!
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Features Key:
Picked up many features from two big companies.  Supported from the latest v5.0 to

v10.2 (Goldenrod) and even to the latest 12.1.
Many high quality textures done by TextureStock!

Many unique weapons including melee, ranged, swords, guns, pistols, bow, shotgun, dual swords.
3D models in different types including swords, guns, swords, bows, pistols, dual swords and spears.

Many handmade design, such as spear weaponry, chest, armor, belt, bandage, flashlight and
moustache.

Many unique effects including flames, explosions, rainbow and flashing.
Supported latest version of Maya 2018 (v10.2).

Not compatible with Maya 2019.
No sample song.

Please note that the license has expired. 

Akuatica is a turn-based, fantasy action RPG game, in Maya 2010 ver 10.2. 

This is a fanmade game project. Within 30 days of release, Akuatica has passed 8100 downloads and 5
thousand active players. In addition, the game has been featured in more than 10 000 websites! 

What's new in the latest version (Ver-10.3):

100+ new 2D and 3D assets in v10.3

+Performance enhanced (Compatible with latest version of Maya up to ver. 10.2)

+7 more weapons including scythe, javelin, knife, crossbow, and a new set of melee weapons (The new key
feature in this version. 

+New handcrafted sound effects with tweaks 

+Some handwritten and picked up textures have also been added
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